TRIPTYCH.TV
Date: 2007
Collaborators: Abe Linkoln & Jimpunk
Comments: Pixelated blogger exploding on your screen.

videoBOT
Date: 2007
Comments: The OOG California features were curated by Jody Zellen.

hans.drum.solo
Date: 2007
Duration: 00:01:16
Collaborators: Abe Linkoln & Jimpunk
Comments: Part of the DISCO-NNECT remix project.

the.showbiz.way
Date: 2007
Duration: 00:01:16
Collaborators: Abe Linkoln & Jimpunk
Comments: Part of the DISCO-NNECT remix project.
Date: 2007
Duration: 00:01:10
Collaborators: Abe Linkoln & Jimpunk
Codec: Compressed with H.264 video codec.
Comments: Part of the DISCO-NNECT remix project.

Date: 2007
Duration: 00:00:12
Collaborators: Abe Linkoln & Jimpunk
Codec: Compressed with H.264 video codec.
Comments: Part of the DISCO-NNECT remix project.

Date: 2007
Duration: 00:00:14
Collaborators: Abe Linkoln & Jimpunk
Codec: Compressed with H.264 video codec.
Comments: Part of the DISCO-NNECT remix project.

Date: 2007
Duration: 00:01:10
Collaborators: Abe Linkoln & Jimpunk
Codec: Compressed with H.264 video codec.
Comments: Part of the DISCO-NNECT remix project.
$ubby~m:n:~m:x - 3.2 MB
Date: 2007
Duration: 00:00:35
Collaborators: Abe Linkoln & Jimpunk
Codec: Compressed with H.264 video codec.
Comments: Part of the DISCO-NNECT remix project.

j:m:_s@vala$_m:x - 11.0 MB
Date: 2007
Duration: 00:01:40
Collaborators: Abe Linkoln & Jimpunk
Codec: Compressed with H.264 video codec.
Comments: Part of the DISCO-NNECT remix project.

h?llyw00d~(4fter l@s v3ga$)~mix - 9.9 MB
Date: 2007
Duration: 00:01:05
Collaborators: Abe Linkoln & Jimpunk
Codec: Compressed with H.264 video codec.
Comments: Part of the DISCO-NNECT remix project.

bull3t-:n-th3-h3@d-m:x - 3.4 MB
Date: 2007
Duration: 00:00:18
Collaborators: Abe Linkoln & Jimpunk
Codec: Compressed with H.264 video codec.
Comments: Part of the DISCO-NNECT remix project.

fr@(tured.m$:$.$.$ - 8.0 MB
Date: 2007
Duration: 00:00:45
Collaborators: Abe Linkoln & Jimpunk
Codec: Compressed with H.264 video codec.
Comments: Part of the DISCO-NNECT remix project.
c.c.c.r.@.w.l~m:x.x.x~v.3.0 - 4.0 MB
Date: 2007
Duration: 00:01:21
Collaborators: Abe Linkoln & Jimpunk
Music: Slowed down acoustic version of Anarchy in the UK.
Codec: Compressed with H.264 video codec.
Comments: Part of the DISCO-NNECT remix project.

hann:ba1~13ct3r~pre~mix - 4.5 MB
Date: 2007
Duration: 00:01:00
Collaborators: Abe Linkoln & Jimpunk
Codec: Compressed with H.264 video codec.
Comments: Part of the DISCO-NNECT remix project.

mo$tar.m:x - 7.3 MB
Date: 2007
Duration: 00:01:00
Collaborators: Abe Linkoln & Jimpunk
Images: Mostar in Bosnia and Herzegovina
Music: Curse Of Sound by VUNENY
Codec: Compressed with H.264 video codec.
Comments: Part of the DISCO-NNECT remix project.

ko$ovo.prom.m:x - 4.3 MB
Date: 2007
Duration: 00:00:36
Collaborators: Abe Linkoln & Jimpunk
Images: A high school prom in Prishtina's Grand Hotel in Kosovo.
Codec: Compressed with H.264 video codec.
Comments: Part of the DISCO-NNECT remix project.

$exy.da:$y.00.m:n::m:x - 404 KB
Date: 2007
Duration: 00:00:05
Collaborators: Abe Linkoln & Jimpunk
Status: Loop and ready to rock.
Codec: Compressed with H.264 video codec.
Comments: Part of the DISCO-NNECT remix project.
**Little B:G:R > M:x** - 3.0 MB  
*Date:* 2007  
*Duration:* 00:00:34  
*Collaborators:* Abe Linkoln & Jimpunk  
*Images:* From the Little Girl Giant video  
*Codec:* Compressed with H.264 video codec.  
*Comments:* Part of the DISCO-NNECT remix project.

---

**Airplane M:x** - 3.8 MB  
*Date:* 2007  
*Duration:* 00:00:37  
*Collaborators:* Abe Linkoln & Jimpunk  
*Trivia:* Remixed while flying to Skopje, Macedonia  
*Codec:* Compressed with H.264 video codec.  
*Comments:* Part of the DISCO-NNECT remix project.

---

**Drum&Bass M:x** - 8.67 MB  
*Date:* 2007  
*Duration:* 00:01:16  
*Collaborators:* Abe Linkoln & Jimpunk  
*Music Loops:* Matmos & The Eagles  
*Codec:* Compressed with H.264 video codec.  
*Comments:* Part of the DISCO-NNECT remix project.

---

**Spin-of-Daisy-Loop** - 948 KB  
*Date:* 2007  
*Duration:* 00:00:05  
*Collaborators:* Abe Linkoln & Jimpunk  
*Codec:* Compressed with H.264 video codec.  
*Comments:* Part of the DISCO-NNECT remix project.

---

**Lum@.M:x** - 10.3 MB  
*Date:* 2007  
*Duration:* 00:01:23  
*Collaborators:* Abe Linkoln & Jimpunk  
*Codec:* Compressed with H.264 video codec.  
*Comments:* Part of the DISCO-NNECT remix project.